
General information about company

Scrip code 538770

Name of the company Crane Infrastructure limited

Whether company is SME No

Class of Security Equity Shares

Type of report Quarterly

Quarter Ended / Half year ended/Date of Report (For Prelisting / Allotment) 31-03-2017

Date of allotment / extinguishment (in case Capital Restructuring selected) / Listing Date

Shareholding pattern filed under Regulation 31 (1) (b)
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Sr. No. Particular Yes/No

1 Whether the Listed Entity has issued any partly paid up shares? No

2 Whether the Listed Entity has issued any Convertible Securities ? No

3 Whether the Listed Entity has issued any Warrants ? No

4 Whether the Listed Entity has any shares against which depository receipts are issued? No

5 Whether the Listed Entity has any shares in locked-in? No

6 Whether any shares held by promoters are pledge or otherwise encumbered? No

7 Whether company has equity shares with differential voting rights? No
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Table I - Summary Statement holding of specified securities

Category 
(I)

Category 
of 
shareholder 
(II)

Nos. Of 
shareholders 
(III)

No. of 
fully 
paid up 
equity 
shares 
held 
(IV)

No. 
Of 
Partly 
paid-
up 
equity 
shares 
held 
(V)

No. Of 
shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts 
(VI)

Total 
nos. 
shares 
held 
(VII) = 
(IV)+
(V)+ 
(VI)

Shareholding 
as a % of 
total no. of 
shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

Number of Voting Rights held in each 
class of securities (IX)

No of Voting (XIV) Rights
Total as a 
% of 
(A+B+C)Class 

eg: X
Class 
eg:y Total

(A)

Promoter 
& 
Promoter 
Group

117 3519239 3519239 48.59 3519239 3519239 48.59

(B) Public 6939 3722761 3722761 51.41 3722761 3722761 51.41

(C)
Non 
Promoter- 
Non Public

(C1)
Shares 
underlying 
DRs

(C2)

Shares held 
by 
Employee 
Trusts

Total 7056 7242000 7242000 100 7242000 7242000 100
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Table I - Summary Statement holding of specified securities

Category 
(I)

Category 
of 
shareholder 
(II)

No. Of 
Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities 
(X)

No. of 
Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants 
(Xi)

No. Of 
Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities 
and No. Of 
Warrants 
(Xi) (a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities ( as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(X) As a 
% of 
(A+B+C2)

Number of 
Locked in 
shares (XII)

Number of 
Shares 
pledged or 
otherwise 
encumbered 
(XIII)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

No. 
(a)

As a 
% of 
total 
Shares 
held 
(b)

No. 
(a)

As a 
% of 
total 
Shares 
held 
(b)

(A)

Promoter 
& 
Promoter 
Group

48.59 3252739

(B) Public 51.41 2198600

(C)
Non 
Promoter- 
Non Public

(C1)
Shares 
underlying 
DRs

(C2)

Shares held 
by 
Employee 
Trusts

Total 100 5451339
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Table II - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Promoter and Promoter Group

Sr.
Category & 
Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

Nos. Of 
shareholders 
(III)

No. of 
fully 
paid up 
equity 
shares 
held (IV)

No. 
Of 
Partly 
paid-
up 
equity 
shares 
held 
(V)

No. Of 
shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts 
(VI)

Total 
nos. 
shares 
held 
(VII) = 
(IV)+
(V)+ 
(VI)

Shareholding 
as a % of 
total no. of 
shares 
(calculated 
as per 
SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

Number of Voting Rights held in 
each class of securities (IX)

No of Voting (XIV) Rights Total 
as a % 
of 
Total 
Voting 
rights

Class eg: 
X

Class 
eg:y Total

A Table II - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Promoter and Promoter Group

(1) Indian

(a) Individuals/Hindu 
undivided Family 117 3519239 3519239 48.59 3519239 3519239 48.59

Sub-Total 
(A)(1) 117 3519239 3519239 48.59 3519239 3519239 48.59

(2) Foreign

Total 
Shareholding 
of Promoter 
and 
Promoter 
Group (A)=
(A)(1)+(A)
(2) 

117 3519239 3519239 48.59 3519239 3519239 48.59

B Table III - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Public shareholder

(1) Institutions

(a) Mutual Funds 1 5000 5000 0.07 5000 5000 0.07

(f)
Financial 
Institutions/ 
Banks

2 22300 22300 0.31 22300 22300 0.31

Sub-Total 
(B)(1) 3 27300 27300 0.38 27300 27300 0.38

( 3 ) Non-institutions

(a(i))

Individuals - 
i.Individual 
shareholders 
holding nominal 
share capital up 
to Rs. 2 lakhs. 

6781 2986991 2986991 41.25 2986991 2986991 41.25

(a(ii))

Individuals - ii. 
Individual 
shareholders 
holding nominal 
share capital in 
excess of Rs. 2 
lakhs.

11 507071 507071 7 507071 507071 7

(e) Any Other 
(specify) 144 201399 201399 2.78 201399 201399 2.78

Sub-Total 
(B)(3) 6936 3695461 3695461 51.03 3695461 3695461 51.03

Total Public 
Shareholding 
(B)=(B)(1)+
(B)(2)+(B)
(3)

6939 3722761 3722761 51.41 3722761 3722761 51.41

C Table IV - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Non Promoter- Non Public shareholder

Total 
( A+B+C2 ) 7056 7242000 7242000 100 7242000 7242000 100

Total 
(A+B+C ) 7056 7242000 7242000 100 7242000 7242000 100
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Table II - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Promoter and Promoter Group

Sr.

No. Of 
Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of 
Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants 
(Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as 
a % assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities ( as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(X) As a % 
of (A+B+C2)

Number of 
Locked in 
shares (XII)

Number of 
Shares 
pledged or 
otherwise 
encumbered 
(XIII)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

No. 
(a)

As a % 
of total 
Shares 
held 
(b)

No. 
(a)

As a % 
of total 
Shares 
held 
(b)

A Table II - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Promoter and Promoter Group

(1) Indian

(a) 48.59 3252739

Sub-Total (A)
(1) 48.59 3252739

(2) Foreign

Total 
Shareholding 
of Promoter 
and Promoter 
Group (A)=
(A)(1)+(A)(2) 

48.59 3252739

B Table III - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Public shareholder

(1) Institutions

(a) 0.07 0

(f) 0.31 0

Sub-Total (B)
(1) 0.38 0

( 3 ) Non-institutions

(a(i)) 41.25 1585330

(a(ii)) 7 507071

(e) 2.78 106199

Sub-Total (B)
(3) 51.03 2198600

Total Public 
Shareholding 
(B)=(B)(1)+
(B)(2)+(B)(3)

51.41 2198600

C Table IV - Statement showing shareholding pattern of the Non Promoter- Non Public shareholder

Total 
( A+B+C2 ) 100 5451339

Total 
(A+B+C ) 100 5451339
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

WG 
LAKSHMI 
HYMAVATHI

GRANDHI 
NARASAMMA

S 
DHANALAKSHMI 
THYRU

M 
SRIVASTA

P 
VENKATA 
SRI 
KRISHNA

DONTHU 
SESHUKUMAR

GANDULURI 
CHINNA 
VEERA 
REDDY

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

10 10 10 10 10 3900 5000

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

10 10 10 10 10 3900 5000

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 10 10 10 10 10 3900 5000

Class eg:y

Total 10 10 10 10 10 3900 5000

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information(1) 

Textual 
Information(2) 

Textual Information
(3) 

Textual 
Information
(4) 

Textual 
Information
(5) 

Textual 
Information(6) 

Textual 
Information(7) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

GELLI 
KALAVATHI

JASTI 
VIJAYA 
LAKSHMI

K 
MANGAYAMMA

K 
MANIKYAMBA

K SIVA 
RAMA 
KRISHNA

K 
VISHALAKSHI

SUMATMULL 
HASTIMAL

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

3000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

3000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 3000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

Class eg:y

Total 3000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information
(8) 

Textual 
Information
(9) 

Textual 
Information(10) 

Textual 
Information(11) 

Textual 
Information
(12) 

Textual 
Information(13) 

Textual 
Information
(14) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

A V K 
SASTRY

DOKI 
NAGESWARA 
RAO

DUMPA 
RAMA 
RAO

K 
SUBBAYAMMA

N 
VENKATESWARA 
RAO

NAGAVARDHINI P 
MADHUSUDAN

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

100 200 200 2500 1250 2500 2500

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

100 200 200 2500 1250 2500 2500

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 100 200 200 2500 1250 2500 2500

Class eg:y

Total 100 200 200 2500 1250 2500 2500

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information
(15) 

Textual 
Information
(16) 

Textual 
Information
(17) 

Textual 
Information(18) 

Textual Information
(19) 

Textual 
Information(20) 

Textual 
Information(21) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

S 
MADAULAL

T S R 
ANJANEYELU A RAMESH

B 
CHANDRA 
SEKHAR

B MURALI 
KRISHNA

B V RAVI 
KUMAR

R 
JAGADISH 
KUMAR

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 6500

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 6500

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 6500

Class eg:y

Total 500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 6500

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(22) 

Textual 
Information(23) 

Textual 
Information
(24) 

Textual 
Information
(25) 

Textual 
Information
(26) 

Textual 
Information
(27) 

Textual 
Information
(28) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

KUSUM 
DEVI 
JALAN

DEEPIKA 
HASMUKHBHAI 
PATEL

HARSHED 
KUMAR 
DOSHI

CHANDRAKANT 
A SHAH

RAJENDRA 
BHAGIRATH

A BALA 
KRISHNA 
RAO

A 
NARASINGA 
RAO

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

2500 2500 1000 10000 300 1700 5000

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)
+(V)+ (VI)

2500 2500 1000 10000 300 1700 5000

Shareholding as 
a % of total no. 
of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As 
a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.01 0.14 0 0.02 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 2500 2500 1000 10000 300 1700 5000

Class eg:y

Total 2500 2500 1000 10000 300 1700 5000

Total as a % of 
Total Voting 
rights

0.03 0.03 0.01 0.14 0 0.02 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of Warrants 
(Xi) (a)

Shareholding , 
as a % assuming 
full conversion 
of convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) As 
a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.01 0.14 0 0.02 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)
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No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(29) 

Textual 
Information(30) 

Textual 
Information
(31) 

Textual 
Information(32) 

Textual 
Information
(33) 

Textual 
Information
(34) 

Textual 
Information
(35) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

AKULA 
BALAKRISHNA 
RAO

MAHESH 
KUMAR

K 
RAMESH

A 
NAGESWARA 
RAO

LAKSHMI 
DEVI

N 
NAGAMANI

MITTA 
NAGAMANI

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

5000 2500 2500 2500 1700 1200 5000

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

5000 2500 2500 2500 1700 1200 5000

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 5000 2500 2500 2500 1700 1200 5000

Class eg:y

Total 5000 2500 2500 2500 1700 1200 5000

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information(36) 

Textual 
Information
(37) 

Textual 
Information
(38) 

Textual 
Information(39) 

Textual 
Information
(40) 

Textual 
Information
(41) 

Textual 
Information
(42) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

M V S 
KUMAR

D 
BHASKARA 
RAO

RAMALINGAIAH RAGHAVENDRA 
PRASAD

D 
NAGESH 
BABU

D 
RAMACHANDRAIAH

CHAMPALAL 
TANI

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

5000 2500 2500 5000 1200 5000 3700

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

5000 2500 2500 5000 1200 5000 3700

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.05

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 5000 2500 2500 5000 1200 5000 3700

Class eg:y

Total 5000 2500 2500 5000 1200 5000 3700

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.07 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.05

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.05

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information
(43) 

Textual 
Information
(44) 

Textual 
Information(45) 

Textual 
Information(46) 

Textual 
Information
(47) 

Textual Information
(48) 

Textual 
Information
(49) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 50 51 52 53 54 55 56

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

CHANDAR 
BHANDERI

JITENDRA 
CHUNILAL 
SHAH

NEMICHAND 
MEHTA

M GANESH 
GUPTA KAMLESH KANTILAL 

JAIN
T 
LAKSHMI

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

500 500 500 2500 500 500 5000

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

500 500 500 2500 500 500 5000

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 500 500 500 2500 500 500 5000

Class eg:y

Total 500 500 500 2500 500 500 5000

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(50) 

Textual 
Information
(51) 

Textual 
Information(52) 

Textual 
Information
(53) 

Textual 
Information
(54) 

Textual 
Information
(55) 

Textual 
Information
(56) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

VOGGU 
LAKSHMI 
NARASIMHA 
RAO

K MANI P 
KRISHNAVENI

JAMI 
CHANDRA 
SEKHARAO

MUKUNDA 
PANDA

TANGADU 
BAIRAGI

RADHAKRISHNA 
SABETO

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

2500 800 400 200 100 100 100

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)
+(V)+ (VI)

2500 800 400 200 100 100 100

Shareholding as 
a % of total no. 
of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As 
a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 2500 800 400 200 100 100 100

Class eg:y

Total 2500 800 400 200 100 100 100

Total as a % of 
Total Voting 
rights

0.03 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of Warrants 
(Xi) (a)

Shareholding , 
as a % assuming 
full conversion 
of convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) As 
a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)
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No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(57) 

Textual 
Information
(58) 

Textual 
Information(59) 

Textual 
Information
(60) 

Textual 
Information
(61) 

Textual 
Information
(62) 

Textual 
Information(63) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

MAHINDRA 
SABETO

UMA 
SANKER 
SABETO

VUTLE 
MEENAKATENE 
RAO

S 
SUBRAMANYAM

SATYANARAYANA 
SABETO

SINDIRI 
RAJA

VAKACHARLA 
SATYANAGESWARA 
RAO

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

100 100 200 2500 100 100 500

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

100 100 200 2500 100 100 500

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0.01

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 100 100 200 2500 100 100 500

Class eg:y

Total 100 100 200 2500 100 100 500

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0.01

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0.01

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information
(64) 

Textual 
Information
(65) 

Textual 
Information(66) 

Textual 
Information(67) 

Textual Information
(68) 

Textual 
Information
(69) 

Textual Information
(70) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

SINGAMSETTI 
NAGARAJU

NAGULUKONDA 
VENKATESWARA 
RAO

BADDIREDDY 
NAGAMANI

VAKACHARLA 
CHINNA 
VENKATESWARA 
RAO

V V S S 
CHOWDARY

G V 
SURESH

M VIJAYA 
KUMAR

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

500 500 500 500 200 1000 7500

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

500 500 500 500 200 1000 7500

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.1

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 500 500 500 500 200 1000 7500

Class eg:y

Total 500 500 500 500 200 1000 7500

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.1

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.1

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information(71) 

Textual Information
(72) 

Textual 
Information(73) 

Textual Information
(74) 

Textual 
Information
(75) 

Textual 
Information
(76) 

Textual 
Information
(77) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

V N 
PALANI

D M 
SHANKARAPPA

G RAJA 
GOPAL

H R 
SUBBARAO

K G 
PANCHAKSHARAPPA

T R 
SHANKARAPPA

T S 
PRAKASH

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

5000 2500 5000 5000 2500 5000 5000

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

5000 2500 5000 5000 2500 5000 5000

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 5000 2500 5000 5000 2500 5000 5000

Class eg:y

Total 5000 2500 5000 5000 2500 5000 5000

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.07

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual 
Information
(78) 

Textual 
Information(79) 

Textual 
Information
(80) 

Textual 
Information
(81) 

Textual Information(82) Textual 
Information(83) 

Textual 
Information
(84) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

V C 
SHANKARAPPADYEYA

V 
SUBRAMANYAM

M N 
OMKARAPPA

RASHMI 
JALANI

RANGARAJ 
JAIN

G S 
GANAPATHI

VIDYA 
SHIVA 
KUMAR

PAN (II)

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

2500 2500 2500 5000 700 5000 500

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

2500 2500 2500 5000 700 5000 500

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 2500 2500 2500 5000 700 5000 500

Class eg:y

Total 2500 2500 2500 5000 700 5000 500

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN

Textual Information(85) Textual 
Information(86) 

Textual 
Information
(87) 

Textual 
Information
(88) 

Textual 
Information
(89) 

Textual 
Information
(90) 

Textual 
Information
(91) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

R 
PAVITRA

P V 
KRISHNA

BHARATHI 
VISVESWARAN PARISA BI R 

PARIMALA

ANAND 
KUMAR 
AGARWALA

MANOJ 
KUMAR 
AGARWALA

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

500 5800 500 5000 5000 2500 2500

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

500 5800 500 5000 5000 2500 2500

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.01 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 500 5800 500 5000 5000 2500 2500

Class eg:y

Total 500 5800 500 5000 5000 2500 2500

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.01 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(92) 

Textual 
Information
(93) 

Textual 
Information(94) 

Textual 
Information
(95) 

Textual 
Information
(96) 

Textual 
Information
(97) 

Textual 
Information
(98) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 99 100 101 102 103 104 105

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

MOHINIDEVI 
THARED 
AGARWALA

OM 
PRAKASH 
AGARWALA

SANJAY 
KUMAR 
AGARWALA

SNEHA 
AGARWALA

SEEMA 
MURARKA

MEENA 
JAIN

PRADEEP 
KUMAR 
JAIN

PAN (II)

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

2500 2500 2500 2500 10000 2500 2500

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

2500 2500 2500 2500 10000 2500 2500

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.03

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 2500 2500 2500 2500 10000 2500 2500

Class eg:y

Total 2500 2500 2500 2500 10000 2500 2500

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.03

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.03

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information(99) 

Textual 
Information
(100) 

Textual 
Information
(101) 

Textual 
Information
(102) 

Textual 
Information
(103) 

Textual 
Information
(104) 

Textual 
Information
(105) 
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 106 107 108 109 110 111 112

Name of the 
Shareholders 
(I)

SARANAM 
DHANALAKSHMI 
THAYARU

KANRAJ M 
JAIN

SHAKUNTALA 
DEVI

KISHAN 
JALAN

RAGHAVENDRA 
RAO MITTA JAYANTHILAL BHARATH S 

BHOOPALAM

PAN (II) AAFPT4454N AAOPM7347Q AAVPS7142J ACCPJ8412D ACEPM0335J ACFPJ3101Q AEFPB9596R

No. of fully 
paid up equity 
shares held 
(IV)

6600 5000 5000 2500 5000 1000 2500

No. Of Partly 
paid-up equity 
shares held 
(V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. 
shares held 
(VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

6600 5000 5000 2500 5000 1000 2500

Shareholding 
as a % of total 
no. of shares 
(calculated as 
per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.09 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.03

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 6600 5000 5000 2500 5000 1000 2500

Class eg:y

Total 6600 5000 5000 2500 5000 1000 2500

Total as a % 
of Total 
Voting rights

0.09 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.03

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and 
No. Of 
Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , 
as a % 
assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= 
(VII)+(Xi)(a) 
As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.09 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.03

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)
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As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of 
total Shares 
held (b)

Number of 
equity shares 
held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

6600 5000 5000 0 5000 0 2500

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for 
not providing 
PAN
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Individuals/Hindu undivided Family

Searial No. 113 114 115 116 117

Name of the 
Shareholders (I)

RAMA GOVINDA 
RAO VYTLA

G V S L 
KANTHA RAO

PIRATLA 
RAMBABU

VASA 
SADASIVA 
RAO

Manepalli 
Himaja

Click here to 
go back

PAN (II) AFPPV9975D AHEPG4370L ARWPP1864E AETPG3806P Total

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

2500 3152250 500 200 73189 3519239

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

2500 3152250 500 200 73189 3519239

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

0.03 43.53 0.01 0 1.01 48.59

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg:X 2500 3152250 500 200 73189 3519239

Class eg:y

Total 2500 3152250 500 200 73189 3519239

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 0.03 43.53 0.01 0 1.01 48.59

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(Xi)(a) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

0.03 43.53 0.01 0 1.01 48.59

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of Shares pledged or otherwise encumbered (XIII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

2500 3152250 500 200 73189 3252739

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN

Textual 
Information
(106) 
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Text Block

Textual Information(1)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(2)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(3)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(4)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(5)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(6)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(7)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(8)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(9)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(10)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
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Textual Information(11)

Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(12)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(13)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(14)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(15)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(16)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(17)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(18)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(19)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(20)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(21)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 
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Textual Information(22)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(23)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(24)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(25)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(26)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(27)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(28)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(29)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(30)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(31)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(32)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
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promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(33)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(34)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(35)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(36)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(37)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(38)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(39)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(40)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(41)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(42)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(43)
company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
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these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(44)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(45)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(46)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(47)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(48)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(49)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(50)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(51)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(52)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(53)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
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Textual Information(54)

Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(55)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(56)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(57)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(58)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(59)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(60)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(61)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(62)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(63)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(64)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 
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Textual Information(65)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(66)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(67)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(68)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(69)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(70)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(71)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(72)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(73)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(74)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(75)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
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promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(76)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(77)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(78)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(79)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(80)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(81)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(82)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(83)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(84)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(85)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(86)
company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
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these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(87)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(88)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(89)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(90)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(91)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(92)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(93)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(94)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(95)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(96)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
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Textual Information(97)

Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(98)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(99)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(100)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(101)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(102)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(103)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(104)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(105)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 

Textual Information(106)

company is under the process of updating all the members&promoters pan data base.in this matter 
company made several efforts to get the particular PAN details. for 100%promoters shareholding 
Dematerialization company tried to get this particular promoter and members PAN details, but the 
company could not traced out. For this purpose company passed a resolution in AGM for reclassifying 
these type of promoters into public category, and the company has informed this to BSE. and this 
matter is under the process at BSE. the company is Sincerely trying to have the PAN details of the 
promoters and not providing the PAN details are neither wilful nor negligence. 
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Individuals - ii. Individual shareholders holding nominal share capital in excess of Rs. 2 lakhs.

Searial No. 1

Name of the 
Shareholders (I) GRANDHI LAKSHMI HYMAVATHI Click here to go back

PAN (II) ACKPG6042N Total

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

104295 104295

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

104295 104295

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

1.44 1.44

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg: X 104295 104295

Class eg:y

Total 104295 104295

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 1.44 1.44

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(X) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

1.44 1.44

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)

Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

104295 104295

Reason for not providing PAN
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Reason for not 
providing PAN
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Any Other (specify)

Searial No. 1 2 3 4

Category Bodies Corporate Clearing Members Foreign Individuals Trusts

Category / More 
than 1 percentage Category Category Category Category

Name of the 
Shareholders (I) Click here to go back

PAN (II) Total

No. of the 
Shareholders (I) 76 12 55 1 144

No. of fully paid 
up equity shares 
held (IV)

152145 8263 40966 25 201399

No. Of Partly paid-
up equity shares 
held (V)

No. Of shares 
underlying 
Depository 
Receipts (VI)

Total nos. shares 
held (VII) = (IV)+
(V)+ (VI)

152145 8263 40966 25 201399

Shareholding as a 
% of total no. of 
shares (calculated 
as per SCRR, 
1957) (VIII) As a 
% of (A+B+C2)

2.1 0.11 0.57 0 2.78

Number of Voting Rights held in each class of securities (IX)

Class eg: X 152145 8263 40966 25 201399

Class eg:y

Total 152145 8263 40966 25 201399

Total as a % of 
Total Voting rights 2.1 0.11 0.57 0 2.78

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities (X)

No. of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
Warrants (Xi)

No. Of Shares 
Underlying 
Outstanding 
convertible 
securities and No. 
Of Warrants (Xi) 
(a)

Shareholding , as a 
% assuming full 
conversion of 
convertible 
securities (as a 
percentage of 
diluted share 
capital) (XI)= (VII)
+(X) As a % of 
(A+B+C2)

2.1 0.11 0.57 0 2.78

Number of Locked in shares (XII)

No. (a)

As a % of total 
Shares held (b)
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Number of equity 
shares held in 
dematerialized 
form (XIV)

84545 8263 13366 25 106199

Reason for not providing PAN

Reason for not 
providing PAN
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